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PM Digital Improves Productivity by 400%
with seoClarity
Leading full-service Internet Marketing Agency PM Digital accelerates
their growth using seoClarity’s sophisticated, customizable SEO platform.

“seoClarity’s sophisticated
reporting capabilities increased
our productivity by 400%.”
–Richard Chavez, Vice President of SEO at PM Digital

A Growing Agency
PM Digital is a leading full-service
digital marketing agency specializing
in Paid Search, SEO, Social Media,
Display Advertising, Shopping Feed
Management, Email Marketing, Web
Analytics and Creative. They help
enterprises increase their online visibility
through fully customizable services,
proprietary technology, and hands-on
industry expertise. With offices across
the country, their SEO practice serves
clients across literally every vertical,
including household brands in retail,
education and finance. The company
prides itself on sophistication and
efficiency in all aspects of service.
Growing Pains
As PM Digital’s growth continued to
skyrocket, they faced a real challenge
of scaling and improving insightful
reporting for their clients. PM Digital’s
analysis and reporting methods were
well beyond the capabilities of their
existing tools—which were either not
scalable or required too much manual
intervention. This led to the following
key challenges:

•W
 aste of valuable manpower in
simply generating reports each
month rather than providing insights
(business intelligence vs. reporting)
•L
 ong delays in delivering reports
to clients due to complexity and
multiple data sources
•D
 ependency on multiple resources
throughout the agency to generate
blended reporting, extending the time
and effort required to deliver quality
data and insights
•L
 engthy training times when
on-boarding new team members
The Agency needed a technology
partner that could provide them
sophisticated reports and insightful
analysis across all their clients in an
automated manner, be customizable
so that they could continue to offer the
quality and depth of reporting their
clients were used to and be scalable
to handle the volume of data for large
Enterprises.
As part of the process, PM Digital
embarked on an evaluation of several
SEO technology platforms in the

In order to help PM Digital
scale their reporting efforts and
increase productivity, seoClarity
provides:
• Comprehensive reporting
capabilities far beyond those of
any other SEO software provider
• The ability to maximize productivity
without driving up cost
• A dedicated Client Success
team that serves as an extension
of PM Digital’s team
• Improved communication between
PM Digital and their clients
• The ability to stay ahead of an
ever-changing search landscape
PM Digital experienced a 400%
boost in productivity, while
improving communication with
clients and allowing a lean SEO
team to master efficiency.

market and the reporting and analytical
capabilities of each one to find a partner
that is “best of breed”. The 3 month long
process focused not only on finding a
company with the technology that could
meet their needs today but a partner
that was agile and could evolve and
grow with their needs in the long run.
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A Customizable, Scalable Solution
seoClarity prides itself on being the
disruptive SEO technology platform
changing how the industry thinks about
scaling SEO. Rather than providing
pre-canned reports, seoClarity
empowers clients to be able to analyze
their data exactly how they would like
to. No two agencies have the same
methodologies and reporting formats
and rather than try and force them to
use some “standardized” template,
seoClarity technology provides them
the ability to use their existing reporting
formats and visualizations.

This fundamental difference in approach
is what appealed to PM Digital during
the course of their evaluation. The ability
to have the platform customized to
replicate their existing reports, scale it
using a continuous stream of data from
several channels and generate valuable
insights for their clients made seoClarity
the clear choice for PM Digital.
“We chose seoClarity because we saw
that they already had these existing
sophisticated reporting capabilities in
place”, said Vice President of SEO,
Richard Chavez.

seoClarity allows PM Digital to quickly
compile relevant, robust, and easy to
understand reports from the massive
influx of data on their clients and their
clients’ competitors. PM Digital has the
ability to create unlimited, customizable
dashboards that offer each client
powerful, individualized daily data that
track KPIs, measure project and
business unit performance, and paint
a picture of the trends in their specific
SEO landscape, pulling everything from
real-time ranking data to competitor
insights, scalable from high level for
C-suite reporting to granular for the
SEO team in a matter of seconds.
“Now my team isn’t spending time
generating reports. Their time is spent
analyzing data and providing strategic
insights from the data compiled by
seoClarity.,” said Chavez.
As an added benefit, seoClarity offers
the industry’s most granular permission
settings to ensure that data is only
shared with those who need to see it.
PM Digital can allow any client into the
platform with respective usernames and
passwords. “Giving our clients access
to their report dashboards has greatly
improved the communication flow
between my staff and our clients,” said
Chavez, further improving the efficiency
of PM Digital’s reporting process.

With seoClarity, PM Digital was
able to achieve:
1. S
 ophisticated, customized
reporting that matched their
clients’ demanding SEO business
intelligence needs
2. M
 ore consistent timing of report
delivery (within 48 hours of end
of month)
3. M
 ore frequent reporting to clients
with both self-service logins for
daily updates and more frequent
reporting during the key holiday
season
4. F
 aster on-boarding for new team
members
5. E
 xpanded SEO reporting
capabilities and innovative
cross-channel blended reporting
￼￼￼￼￼￼
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